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Abstract: Battery state of charge as an effective operational indicator is expected to play a crucial
role in the advancement of electric vehicles, improving the battery capacity and energy utilization,
avoiding battery overcharging and over-discharging, extending the battery’s useful lifespan, and
extending the autonomy of electric vehicles. In context, this article presents a computationally
efficient battery state-of-charge estimator based on the Coulomb counting technique with constant
and variable discharging current profiles for an actual battery pack in real time. A dedicated
experimental bench is developed for validation purposes, where pivotal measurements such as
current, voltage, and temperature are initially measured during the charging/discharging cycle. The
state of charge thus obtained via these measurements is then compared with the value estimated
through the battery generic model. Detailed analysis with conclusive outcomes is finally presented to
exhibit the flexible nature of the proposed method in terms of the precise state-of-charge estimation
for a variety of batteries, ranging from lead–acid batteries for domestic applications to Li-ion batteries
inside electric vehicles.

Keywords: state of charge; electric vehicle; coulomb counting approach; battery generic model

1. Introduction

The battery state of charge (SOC) for electric vehicles is equivalent to the oil meter for
conventional fuel vehicles. Typically, the relation between the electrochemical reactions
and SOC is complex and difficult to determine. In addition, for vehicles, the working
conditions are challenging and complex. It is therefore very difficult to obtain precise SOC
as it is a hidden state function of electrochemical reactions inside the battery. It is possible
to separate the battery SOC estimation strategies into four classes [1]: characteristic param-
driven approach [2–7], an integral estimation method [8–11], a physical model-driven
method [12–16], and a data-driven approach [17–25], as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Classification of SOC estimation methods [26].

Subsequently, Table 1 sums up the benefits and drawbacks of four SOC assessment
strategies, which are presented in Figure 1. Due to the importance of this topic, SOC
estimation is rigorously investigated by several researchers. The work of [27] evaluated
the SOC estimation via two model-based techniques that are the extended Kalman filter
and the adaptive dual extended Kalman filter influenced by a fuzzy inference system.
The experimental results demonstrate that the last technique provides a more precise
indication of the battery SOC. The reference [28] is focused on optimizing the battery
state of health within the domain of satellite applications. To enhance the performance of
the system, the authors have taken into consideration different constraints linked to the
battery SOC. For this, the Coulomb counting technique is used to estimate the battery
SOC. Another study [29] treated the battery SOC as an operational indicator, which
can influence the energy consumption of the electric vehicle [30]. Therefore, the SOC
estimator is defined as the crude power consumption of the studied electrical vehicle
(for more details, the reader can consult [31,32]).

The goal of this work is to estimate the SOC of a domestic-grade lead–acid battery
through empirical measurements of battery voltage and current using the Ampere-hour
integral estimation method with constant and variable C-rates for discharge current. There
are many studies on the SOC estimation of lead–acid and Li-ion batteries, especially the
Coulomb counting method [33,34]. However, the research work conducted in this article
differentiates by investigating the discharging behavior of a lead–acid battery in extended
and varying conditions.

Table 1. SOC estimation methods: benefits, drawbacks, accuracy, and robustness. Reprinted from
Refs. [35,36].

Methodology Benefits Drawbacks Precision Sturdiness

Method based
on characteristic

param

- simpler
implementation

- lower computing
burden

- Real-time application

- easily influenced by
factors of uncertainty

- standard OCV or
information
calibration is required

poor good
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Table 1. Cont.

Methodology Benefits Drawbacks Precision Sturdiness

Ampere-hour
integral

approach

- simpler
implementation

- lower computational
burden

- Real-time application

- exact initial value of
SOC is required

- use of a high precision
sensor causes a
cumulative error.

- is affected by drift
noise and ageing.

average poor

Model-driven
estimation
approach

- high precision
- closed loop regulation
- Real-time application
- Adaptive

- requires model
precision

- computational
complexity

- divergence of
predicted outcomes

excellent excellent

Method of
data-driven
estimation

- high precision
- Suitable for nonlinear

implementation

- computational
complexity

- offline training
excellent poor

For that, a dedicated test bench is prepared, and cross-validation is conducted under
real-time scenarios and simulations. Finally, the performance of the proposed method is
depicted by an evident comparison with the data provided by the manufacturer under
variable operating conditions and with the generic battery model. It is worth mentioning
here that the proposed method is generic and flexible in terms of its application, which is
especially true for domestic-grade batteries as well as for modern Li-ion batteries present
in electric vehicles. Moreover, the hysteresis effect is also taken into account considering
the studied lead–acid battery.

The remainder of the paper is presented as: In Section 2, the battery management sys-
tem is summarized by citing some references. The Coulomb counting method is highlighted
in Section 3. In Section 4, the generic battery model is developed and comprehensively
discussed. The experimental setup, which exhibits the feasibility and the applicability of the
proposed approach for the lead–acid battery to attain adequate SOC values, is highlighted
in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to the obtained results that are discussed in detail.
Finally, the conclusions and the relevant perspectives are drawn in Section 7.

2. Battery Management System

The battery management system (BMS) is a technology that performs the micro-
management of the battery pack in terms of its state of health (SOH). Figure 2 depicts a
general layout of a typical BMS, which constitutes numerous sensors, actuators, controllers,
connection lines, etc. The bidirectional communication between the control unit of BMS
and external bodies such as the human media interface is typically carried out via CAN (the
communication bus controller area network). Besides maintaining reliability during normal
and abnormal operating conditions, adequate provision of the battery state of charge to the
vehicle’s vehicle control unit (VCU) is among the vital tasks of BMS.

A well-built BMS aids in collecting critical data in real time, such as electrical measure-
ments, temperature, and other relevant data via inherent sampling hardware. The collected
data is then exploited via embedded algorithms and strategies to estimate the battery states,
such as SOC [37], SOH [38], SOP [39], and RUL [40]. These states are ultimately fed to VCU,
in order to facilitate effective power management.
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3. Coulomb Counting Method

The Coulomb counting method (known as the current integration method) is chosen
as the baseline in this article and is among the most exploited method [41]. It consists
of measuring the battery open circuit voltage at the start-up to estimate the initial SOC
using the battery datasheet information. Then, the battery current information is integrated
to estimate the amount of charge delivered (or recovered) by the batteries. The overall
concept is presented in Equation (1), where knowledge of the initial SOC is detrimental to
determining the state of charge [24,42,43]. Based on this approach, the SOC for the battery
pack is calculated as follows [44]:

SOC = SOC0 −
1

CN

∫ t

t0
η·I(τ)dτ (1)

If the initial value of the charge state SOC0 is specified, or imposed (technically, most
researchers impose the initial state as to be fully charged or fully discharged), the Coulomb
counter provides precise estimation with relative ease and simplicity [45]. On the contrary,
this method is less accurate if the SOC0 is unknown.

The Coulomb counting strategy computes the remaining stored energy essentially by
collecting the charge moved in or out of the battery. The precision of this strategy depends
fundamentally on a real estimation of the battery current and a precise assessment of the
initial SOC. With pre-knowledge of the initial SOC, which also can be stored at the end
of the vehicle trip in a flash memory to be reused as the initial SOC for the next trip (and
neglecting the battery self-discharge), the battery SOC can be determined by computing
the stored and the released energy flows over the operating time. Nevertheless, the stored
energy in the battery is not completely available to be used due to the DOD (depth of
discharge) which is a quantity of energy to keep inside the battery to avoid permanent
damage. Moreover, there are losses during the charging and discharging process. For
an exact SOC assessment, this effect should be considered [46]. Futhermore, the SOC
must be recalibrated consistently, and the discharge limit should be considered for an
exact assessment.
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4. Generic Battery Model

The battery model can be obtained by considering a voltage source in series with
constant resistance, as appears in Equation (2) [11].

Vbatt = E0−K
Q

Q − it
·it−R·I + A· exp (−B·it)K

Q
Q − it

·i∗ (2)

As depicted in Figure 3, the special feature of this model is the use of filtered current (i*)
through the polarization resistance. This filtered current solves the problem of the algebraic
loop due to the simulation of power systems in Simulink [47]. Despite the existence of
hysteresis between the charging and discharging of the battery voltage, this model is still
valid for both charge and discharge cycles [48]. The battery models can be obtained using:

3 The charge model (i* < 0)

f1(it, i∗, exp, batt type) = E0 − K
Q

it − 0.1Q
·i ∗ −K

Q
it − Q

·it + Exp (t) (3)

3 The discharge model (i* > 0)

f1(it, i∗, exp, batt type) = E0 − K
Q

it − Q
·i ∗ −K

Q
it − Q

·it + Exp (t) (4)
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Figure 3. Graphical description of the employed battery model.

The employed model is simplistic and cannot exactly mimic the complex electro-
chemical reactions taking place within the battery under the influence of actual operating
conditions. However, this model is still adequate from the computational side, and can
suffix for a range of applications. Especially, for the discharge state of lead acid batteries
with different currents, which is extensively studied, where the discharge curve of the
simulations matches with the discharge curve of the experimental work and with that
of the datasheet. Therefore, even with assumptions and limitations, the utilized model
suffixes the fundamental needs of this research work. It is worth mentioning here that the
hysteresis phenomenon for the lead–acid battery is considered here. The effect can be seen
in Figure 4, exhibiting that the exponential voltage increases when the battery is charging,
while during the discharging, the exponential voltage decreases immediately.
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Application: From the discharge curve provided by the manufacturer, the extracted
parameters are presented in Table 2. The model also has its assumptions and limitations
as follows:

3 Limitations

- The minimum no-load battery voltage is 0 V and the maximum battery voltage is
equal to 2 × E0.

- The minimum capacity of the battery is 0 Ah and the maximum capacity is Qmax.

3 Assumptions

- The internal resistance is supposed as a constant value during the charge and the
discharge cycles and does not vary with the amplitude of the current.

- The parameters of the model are deduced from discharge characteristics and
assumed to be the same for charging.

- The capacity of the battery does not change with the amplitude of the current (no
Peukert effect).

- The model does not take the temperature into account.
- The self-discharge of the battery is not represented. It can be represented by

adding a large resistance in parallel with the battery terminals.
- The battery has no memory effect.

Table 2. Battery parameters: discharge at variable C-rate.

C-Rates of Discharge 0.25 C 0.17 C 0.09 C Different
C-Rates

Nominal voltage (V) 12 12 12 12

Rated capacity (Ah) 52 52 52 52

Initial state-of-charge (%) 100 100 100 100

Max. capacity (Ah) 40.1999 53.8 47.5 47.5

Fully charged voltage (V) 12.7 12.8 12.9 12.9

Nominal discharge current (A) 13 8.84 4.68 12

Internal resistance (Ω) 0.0055 0.0055 0.0055 0.0055

Capacity (Ah) @ nominal voltage 38.2 44.80 46 46

Exp. zone [Voltage(V), capacity(Ah)] [12.7, 2.5] [12.8, 1.9] [12.9, 2.225] [12.9, 2.225]

5. Experimental Method and Description

Battery specification: The battery employed in this research is a valve-regulated lead–
acid (VRLA) type with a nominal voltage of 12 V and a nominal capacity of 52 Ah. The
recommended voltage when charged for standby use is 1.75 V for a single cell (6 cells in
series). Further features of this battery are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Lead–acid battery parameters.

Cells per unit 6

Voltage per unit 12 V

Capacity 52 Ah @ 20 h-rate to 1.75 V per cell @25 ◦C (77 ◦F)

Weight Approx. 18 Kg (39.68 lbs.)

Maximum discharge current 500 A (5 s)

Internal resistance Approx. 5.5 mΩ

Operating temperature range
Discharge: −15 ◦C~50 ◦C (5 ◦F~122 ◦F)

Charge: −15 ◦C~40 ◦C (5 ◦F~104 ◦F)
Storage: −15 ◦C~40 ◦C (5 ◦F~104 ◦F)

Float charging voltage 13.5 to 13.8 VDC/unit Average at 25 ◦C (77 ◦F)

Maximum charging current limit 15.6 A

Equalization and cycle service 14.4 to 15.0 VDC/unit Average at 25 ◦C (77 ◦F)

Self discharge Batteries can be stored for 6 months at 25 ◦C (77 ◦F).

Measurement test bench: The measurement test bench is presented in Figure 5, which
further consists of four interconnected components.
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Figure 5. The test bench.

1. Lead–acid battery
2. Clamp meter
3. DC power supply
4. Variable resistor (handmade)

Computing parameters: The proposed computing method is implemented in Mat-
lab/Simulink version 2015b and has the following attributes and parameters: variable step,
ode45 (Dormand–Prince), relative tolerance = 1 × 10−3, time tolerance = 10 × 128 × eps,
zero crossing control = use local settings, algorithm = non adaptive, number of consecutive
zero crossings = 1000, number of consecutive min steps = 1.

Charging process test: The battery is charged via an external DC power supply, and
the initial voltage at the time of testing is effectively set at 14.7 V. The current maximum
limit is set to 5.03 A (this is the maximum available value). The battery is connected to
the power supply and is left until its fully charged. The voltage and current are measured
using a voltmeter and clamp meter every 10 min. The end-of-charge voltage equals
Vfinish-ocv = 13.96 V and the end-of-charge current (the minimum value of the current in the
vicinity of full charge) is Imin = 0.29 A. When the charging current reaches the minimum
value of 0.29 A (indicated by the manufacturer), the battery is disconnected, and the DC
power voltage supply is turned off. This test was spanned over 02 days, the duration of
this test, therefore, equals Tch = 1440 min or Tch = 24 h.

Discharging process test: Two experiments are conducted in total with relevance to
the discharging test:
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- Discharging with constant C-rates: a variable resistor is connected (for adjustment to vari-
able C-rates, that is to reach discharge current at 0.25 C, 0.17 C, and 0.09 C respectively)
with the battery. Consequently, the voltage and the discharge current are measured
after every 5 min by using a clamp meter. After 3.05, 5.41, and 10.25 h, respectively
(corresponding to the associated C-rate), it reaches the lower permissible limit of
discharge voltage (cut-off voltage) 10.10, 10.37, and 10.39 V each. Afterwards, the
discharge resistance is disconnected. The discharge resistance equaled Rdisch = [0.96–1]
Ω, [1.42–1.50] Ω, and [2.69–3] Ω, with the ambient temperature T = 26.7◦, 28.6◦, and
26.1 ◦C.

- Discharging with variable C-rates: the variable resistor is connected (for adjustment to
variable C-rates discharge current 0.23 C, 0.115 C, and 0.057 C, respectively. These
values of C-rates correspond to having three resistances connected in parallel. The
value of each resistance is 3.225 Ω. During the first period, the discharge is performed
at 0.23 C until 1.11 h. After that, the first resistance is disconnected, then the dis-
charge continues at 0.115 C until 4.44 h. At this point, the second resistance is also
disconnected. The discharge is pursued then with 0.057 C until 7.23 h, and at this
moment, even the last resistance is disconnected, and the experiment is stopped. The
battery voltage and discharging current are measured every 5 min with a clamp meter
during the whole experimental session. After 7.23 h, the end of discharge is reached
(cut-off voltage) which is equal to 10.39 V. At this point, the discharge resistance is
completely disconnected. It is also worth mentioning that the ambient temperature
equaled T = 27.1 ◦C (approx.) during the experimental session.

6. Results and Discussion

As depicted in Figure 6: the discharge voltage at 0.25 C, 0.17 C, and 0.09 C decreases
to 10.10 V, 10.37 V, and 10.39 V, respectively, during 3.05, 5.41, and 10.25 h. These values are
called the cut-off voltages, i.e., when the battery discharge voltage has reached the lowest
permissible value. At this point, the battery is disconnected to avoid permanent damage.
The 10.10 V, 10.37 V, and 10.39 V values are not indicative of the total discharge (SOC = 0%)
but correspond to the minimum SOC value in the vicinity of 20%, also known as depth of
discharge (DoD) [49].
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Figure 6. The discharge voltage vs. time at 0.25/0.17 and 0.09 C.

It can be observed that the experimental discharge curve is very close to the simulated
one, except for the sensor’s noise and deviation in the collected points. This difference
shows that battery power varies according to the operating conditions and user param-
eters (charging mode, ambient temperature, discharge current, etc.). It should be noted
that the manufacturer-provided data normally correspond to ideal conditions (T = 25 ◦C,
Idisch = 13 A, 8.84 A, and 4.68 A, respectively) and the battery’s aging status (SOH = 100%).
which means a new battery. So, during the experiments, it is found that the 03 sets
(datasheet, simulated, and experimental) are close, this indicates that the battery model
used shows a very high precision in the discharge phase of the battery.
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Figure 7 depicts the results corresponding to estimated SOC evolution with dis-
charging at fixed C rates. It can be observed that the battery is initially fully charged
(SOC0 = 100%) and that the battery charging status decreases to a minimum value
(SOCmin = 20%) after 3.05, 5.41, and 10.25 h, respectively. This value must not exceed to
prevent the battery from being permanently damaged, as depicted in [50] for the appli-
cation of hybrid electric vehicles. The straight line is the SOC curve calculated by the
Coulomb counting estimator, i.e., the battery is discharged at a constant discharge cur-
rent (Idisch = 13 A, 8.84 A, and 4.68 A, respectively). This approach facilitates the battery’s
SOC evolution over the entire discharge cycle (3.05 h, 5.41 h, and 10.25 h, respectively).
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Figure 7. The SOC as a function of time at fixed C rates.

All the tests evidently reflect that the experimental SOC and the simulated ones are
very close. This shows that this technique is very accurate and useful thanks to its simplicity
of implementation and calculations. Additionally, it is easy to implement, since it only
exploits the data received from current and voltage sensors.

Figure 8 exhibits the result of battery discharge at variable C rates using a handmade
variable resistor (three equal resistors connected in parallel), where the total equivalent
resistor equals Req1 = 1.075 ohms. At the beginning, all resistors are connected and a
discharging rate of 0.23 C is applied from [0 to 1.11 h]. Then, one resistance is disconnected
from the total equivalent resistors to obtain Req2 = 2.15 ohms, corresponding to a discharge
rate of 0.115 C from [1.11 to 4.44 h]. Finally, a second resistance is disconnected, which
means that only one resistance is kept connected, with a value of 3.225 ohms, corresponding
to a discharging rate of 0.057 C from [4.44 to 7.23 h].
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Figure 8. The discharge current as a function of time at variable C-rates.

Therefore, it is noticed that the current is constant during each C-rates of the discharg-
ing range. This is a safe and effective method. Where the minimum value of discharging
current is 2.90 A, which corresponds to a cutting voltage of 10.39 V.

Figure 9 illustrates that with the applied variable C-rates, the discharge voltage de-
creases to 10.39 V over the period of 7.23 h. From the presented curve, it can be noticed
that the three ranges express the discharging process with the different C-rates: 0.23 C,
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0.115 C, and 0.057 C, respectively. The two curves (simulated and experimental) are almost
identical, exhibiting that the generic battery presents the real behavior of the battery pack
during the discharging process with very high precision.
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Figure 9. The discharge voltage as a function of time at variable C-rates.

The evolution of estimated SOC under the influence of variable C rates is depicted in
Figure 10. It can be observed that the battery is initially fully charged (SOC0 = 100%) and
the battery charging status decreases after 7.23 h to its minimum threshold (SOC = 20%),
corresponding to the recommended value of the lead–acid battery (SOCmin = 20%). Again,
this value must not exceed to prevent the battery from being permanently damaged.
Furthermore, the theoretical estimation matches the experimental findings.
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Figure 10. The SOC as a function of time at variable C rates.

The SOC curve calculated by the Coulomb counting estimator is nearly a straight line
(in their specific regions), i.e., the discharging test is performed individually under variable
discharge currents for sustained periods (Idisch = 12 A, 6 A then 3 A, respectively). It can be
observed that the SOCexperimental and SOCsimulated are almost the same, which shows that
this technique is accurate and useful.

Finally, Figure 11 exhibits the two curves (datasheets and simulation), depicting
that the initial value of the battery charge current is equal to 5.5 A and 5.03 A. It can
be noticed that the charging current stays constant for 3.50 h at a value of 5.5 A in
datasheet/simulations, while 5.03 A in the experimental curve. Then the value decreases
until 0.29 A in all the cases whether experimental or simulations. One can distinguish two
areas on the curve where the first is from [0 to 3.20] h in the experimental curve and from
[0 to 3.50] h in the simulation and datasheet curves. These curves are the representation of
the charging process via constant current (CC) and by a constant voltage (CV). The only
difference between the three curves (datasheet, simulation, and experimental) is in the
zone of charge by a constant current and exactly in the initial value given, wherein the
experimental test, it is set to a value of 5.03 A only (which is the maximum available power
supply value). In contrast, the value of the datasheet and simulation is 5.5 A.
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Figure 11. The charging current as the function of time.

Figure 12 indicates the fact that the battery voltage at the start of this test is set to
11.6 V in the three curves (experimental, datasheets, and simulations). Moreover, the initial
charge condition is SOC0 = 20% [44]. It can be observed that the charge voltage rises rapidly
up to 14.7 V and stabilizes at this value, i.e., two curve areas are distinguished where the
first is from [0 to 3] h in the experimental/datasheet curve, and from [0 to 2.5] h in the
simulated curve, intended for the constant current (CC) charging mode [45]. The second
distinguishable area is from [3 to 20] h intended for the charging mode using a constant
voltage (CV) mode.
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Figure 12. Charging voltage as the function of time.

The only difference between the three curves (experimental, datasheet, and simulated)
is in the zone of charge by a constant current (the duration of this phase is different as in the
datasheet/experimental is 3 h and in simulations is 2.5 h). This is because the simulation
parameters in the discharge phase are the same as for the charging phase. After all, the
charging phase is dependent on numerous factors such as charging mode, initial SoC,
ambient temperature, and mode of charging. This leads to a charge period of 24 h when
the end-of-charge current is equal to 0.29 A to prevent overcharging the battery by turning
off the DC power supply.

In Figure 13, the SOC0 equals 20% at time t = 0 and increases with the relation of
charging up to 100%, i.e., the battery is fully charged.
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Figure 13. The SOC as function of time.
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There are two parts in the curve, from [0 to 3.5] h is the first portion, which corre-
sponds to the constant current charging mode. It has almost a linear shape. This part is
characterized by the rapid variation of the SOC as a time-dependent variable for instance at
3.5 h SOC (experimental) = 85%, SOC (datasheet) = 83% and SOC (simulation) = 80%. The
second part is in the form of a nonlinear curve line. It corresponds to the charging mode
at a constant voltage; it is characterized by the slow variation of the SOC. For example,
during [3.5–24] h, the SOC (experimental) increases by 15%, SOC (datasheet) increases by
17%, and SOC (simulation) increased by 20%.

Hence, it can be said that the battery charge capacity is dependent on the charging
mode, it is faster in CC mode and slower in CV mode, which is why the new charger is
faster to gain more time, especially in the lead–acid batteries.

From Figure 13, the Coulomb counter approach provides a fair depiction of SOC
during the entire charge; as a result, one can say that this method is independent of the
battery’s model and technology.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

This study presents a Coulomb counting technique-based battery state-of-charge
estimator with constant and variable discharging current profiles for a real battery pack in
a real-time environment. The following conclusions are drawn from this study:

In the charging mode, the battery model used in the MATLAB Simulink is less efficient.
Regardless, it is widely used and has excellent battery economy when discharged at a
constant current. That is the reason why it is also included for the sake of comparison.

The only short-coming of the Coulomb counting method is the difficulty of estimating
the initial SOC. High-precision estimation sensors (for voltage and current) are also needed,
so these instruments need to be periodically modified.

Lead–acid batteries are only suitable for short-range vehicles. They remain the cheap-
est form of battery and are likely to be used for these purposes. A lot of useful and
small-scale EVs that do not require a long-range can be made via lead–acid batteries.

Most commercial-scale EVs require an extended traveling range; therefore, modern
Li-ion batteries can serve the purpose. The proposed SOC estimator is expected to provide
quick and reliable information, which can be then integrated into energy management.

It is concluded that constant current discharge is quicker, which is the approach used
for fast charging, and it is shown in this work that the efficiency of the generic battery
model is competitive, as its findings are close to experimental work. The Coulomb counter
approach is useful for estimating the battery SOC; also, in this case, the discharge with
variable discharge currents is always correct.

By using simple calculations and hardware requirements, the proposed method can
therefore be systematically implemented in any portable devices as well as electric cars. In
this research, the ampere-hour integral method is validated experimentally via a domestic
lead–acid battery. It is worth mentioning here that the proposed method is generic in its
implementation. Given that, the implementation and application of modern Li-ion batteries
are reserved for future studies.
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Abbreviations

SOC State of charge
Ah Ampere hour
OCV Open circuit voltage
AC Alternative current
SOH State of health
CC Constant current
CV Constant voltage
CN Nominal capacity of the battery
η Coulomb efficiency
I(τ) The current versus time (negative during charge and positive during discharge)
Vbatt The battery voltage (V)
E0 The constant battery voltage (V)
K The polarization constant (V/(Ah)) or polarization resistance (Ω)
Q The battery capacity (Ah)
it =

∫
Idt: actual battery charge (Ah)

A The exponential voltage (V)
B The exponential capacity (Ah) − 1
R The internal resistance (Ω)
I The battery current (A)
i* The filtered current (A)
Idis The value of the current of discharge
SOC0 Initial state of charge
SOCmin Minimum state of charge
SOCexp Experimental state of charge
SOCth Theoretical state of charge
Vchint Initial charge voltage
Vchend End charge voltage
Tchsum Simulation charge time
Vdisint Initial discharge voltage
Vdisend End discharge voltage
Tdissum Simulation discharge time
VRLA Valve regulated lead–acid battery
BMS Battery management system
VCU Vehicle control unit
SOP State of power
RUL Remaining useful life
DOD Depth of discharge
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